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Greener shipping 
We offset all our 

CO2 emissions, caused by 
shipping our products from 
our factory, to our studio, 

onto stockists. 

5 star reviews
Order with confidence! 
Hear what our existing 

customers think by reading 
from 1000’s of 5    

reviews posted on 
Etsy and Faire.

Plastic-free 
All cellophane on 

our products is plant-
based and 100% 
biodegradable.

Corrosion-free
We use high grade 

metal and a protective 
finish to keep them 

rust free.
Free images

Download and use 
our vast range of 

top-quality images 
for your webstore 

and socials.

Free POS
Easily display our 

products in-store with 
our neat point of sale

display unit.

With a thoughtful approach 
we create original
design-led gifts

Eco paper
We use FSC 

100% recycled 
paper stock.



plant animals
Plant Animals are fun decorations for all types of houseplants. An original creation we first 
designed back in 2017! With a 99% sell-through rate, they’re our best selling and most 
popular collection. Full of character, these cute creatures simply hug the plant stems, clip 
onto the leaves or stand in the soil. We design Plant Animals throughout the year so this 
collection will grow alongside your indoor jungle.

There are 28 designs available; Orangutan, Chameleon, Sloth, Koala, Bush Baby, Frog, 
Monkey, Raccoon, Meerkat, Flying Squirrel, Pangolin, Snake, Praying Mantis, Fruit Bat, 
Squirrel, Fox, Owl, Parrot, Chimpanzee, Lemur, Damselfly, Flying Lizard, Flamingo, Toucan, 
Tamarin, Anteater, Butterfly and Caterpillar.

sloth and chameleon

mantis

meerkat

tree frog

 orangutan
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We offer a free POS display that fits up to 15 
different Plant Animal designs, allowing you 
to show a wide range of products in a small 
amount of space. Made from cardboard it 
features an attractive botanical pattern. The POS 
unit is supplied flat and easily folds together by 
following the included assembly instructions.

Dimensions: 
50cm high x30cm wide x22cm deep. 

new 
designs

anteater and tamarin

caterpillar and butterfly

pos display



Introducing our brand new range of luxury art prints! 
For this new collection, we chose speciality printing methods to make a truly unique and 
exceptional piece. The prints are stamped by hand using metallic foil which becomes 
beautifully accentuated when they catch the light. An additional embossing and debossing 
element is then pressed into some designs to add texture and depth. 

Their luxurious finish and size make them a wonderful print to collect, and an easy gift for 
plant lovers and art collecting aficionados alike. Made in the UK, each piece is printed by 
hand on high-quality 100% recycled card. A picture mount is included with every print and 
they are packed in biodegradable cello, sold unframed. Dimensions: 5 x 7” (13 x 18cm).

botanical art prints

new

Dioon edule Monstera albo



Designs available; Dioon edule with golden foil, Monstera ‘albo’ with green 
and pearlescent foil, Caladium Candidum with blush foil and debossed leaves, 
and Stephania erecta with gold foil and embossed leaves.

Stephania erecta Caladium candidum



houseplant care cards
Houseplant care cards are the ultimate guide to growing happy, healthy plants!
This boxed set contains 35 cards packed full of advice and tips for botanical success 
indoors. Learn top tips on humidity, light, temperature, watering, feeding, root rot, repotting, 
soil types, pests and problems, as well as in-depth care advice for specific plants.
The Care Cards are laminated in a plastic film to ensure their durability. This means they 
can’t easily be recycled, but this is a conscious choice on our part as it enables them to be 
used over and over again!

Our A3 houseplant print features 
30 illustrated plants, with 
common and scientific names. 
Printed on 100% recycled, 
uncoated matt card.
Sold unframed. 

A3 print



brass blooms

Brass blooms are decorative ornaments for plant pots 
and terrariums. They come flat and need a gentle twist 
to free them from their metal sheet. Arrange them in the 
soil of your plant pot or terrarium to create the perfect 
mini garden that’s always in bloom. 

bouquet set
 Cosmos, Lilies, 

Gypsophila and 
Freesia. 

wildflower set
 Forget Me Not, 

Marigold, Nigella 
and Cornflower 

garden set
 Poppy, Pansie, 

Echinacea and Lily 
of the valley 
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mini models

Our range of mini models are marvellous miniature trinkets, perfect 
for livening up terrariums, plant pots, desks, or shelves. 
Do It Yourself! All mini models come flat and require a few folds to 
assemble. How-to instructions are included on the packaging. 

house

castle

ferris wheel

helicopter

boat

balloon

New designs: Windmill and Tent
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mini mushrooms
Mini Mushrooms are fun decorative ornaments for your plant pots and terrariums. 
Use them to create a miniature woodland scene inside your terrarium, or spread them 
amongst your plant pots as if it were ‘mushroom season’.
Simply twist the mushrooms to release them free from their metal sheet and push them into 
the soil. The mushrooms in the set are; Fly Agaric, Enoki, Inky caps and Chanterelle.

mushroom bookmarks
This set of 4 bookmarks features some of our favourite mushrooms we’ve 
found when foraging through forests; Clustered bonnet, Fly agaric, Hoof 
fungus, and Oyster mushrooms. Use these mushroom clips to organise 
paperwork or mark your book. Slide them on top of your page and see the 
fabulous fungi ‘grow’ out of your book!. 

also available in brass
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herb bookmarks

herb care cards

These delicately detailed herb bookmarks are inspired by some of our favourites; Lavender,  
Rosemary and Thyme. Etched in stainless steel, each bookmark is complete with a colourful 
twine for marking your book. Their bold packaging compliments the Herb Care Cards, 
making them a great gift bundle.

Herb care cards are an essential guide to growing happy healthy herbs!
This boxed set contains 35 cards full of practical tips on how to grow, 
maintain, preserve and use a variety of herbs. Learn when to propagate, 
harvest or prune them, discover unusual uses for the herbs, and learn about 
food pairing suggestions …delicious!
The Care Cards are laminated in a plastic film to ensure their durability. This 
means they can’t easily be recycled, but this is a conscious choice on our part 
as it enables them to be used over and over again!

Matching this box set is an A3 Herb print featuring 30 fabulous herbs. 
It is printed on 100% recycled, uncoated matt card. Sold unframed.

A3 herb print
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Discover our range of stainless steel bookmark sets that feature four different clips 
per set. Use them to mark your book or organise paperwork by sliding them onto 
your page. Each bookmark is etched with realistic details. They are available in 
four different designs; Houseplants, Insects, Mushroom and Tropical Birds. 
Find fun facts about each design on the packaging reverse!

bookmark sets

mushroom tropical birds

insecthouseplant 
 

leaf bookarks
Organise your files or mark your book with 
these stylish Leaf bookmarks. Featuring 
four beautiful detailed leaves: Variegated 
alocasia, Peperomia argyreia, Caladium 
bicolour and the Begonia maculata. 
Slide them onto the ‘leaves’ of your book to 
mark your page.

also available in steel



design stencils
Make beautiful creations with our art inspired Design Stencils. Each drawing template 
includes motifs, patterns and typefaces from three world-renowned art movements of 
Bauhaus, Art Nouveau and Art Deco. Made from steel with a matt gold finish. 
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Our trailing bookmarks are inspired by the hanging plants in our studio! 
These statement bookmarks hang from the top of your book, the leaves trail down the 
page, marking where you left off. They are packed as single bookmarks, with two designs 
available; tradescantia and pothos.

hanging bookmarks



brass bird

meet the team

The brass bird is an elegant mobile decoration that can be hung from your houseplants, 
ceiling or lampshade. Fold the bird together and place it in its perfectly rounded hoop 
and enjoy watching it gently sway in a light breeze. 
Arrives flat and only needs a few folds to assemble, how-to instructions are included on 
the packaging, alongside a golden string for hanging.

Aimee Bette

JennAmelia

Stanley

Beth

another-studio.com sales@another-studio.com anotherstudio_
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A personal touch
We design every product and ship every order from our lovely plant-filled studio in London. 
As an indie business, you can expect only the best friendly service from us and a quick 
response to any queries you have. 

Another Studio was founded by Aimée in 2009. Inspired by ephemera, architecture, flora 
and fauna, we are enthusiastic about every product we create, especially if plays with scale. 
We take pride in experimenting with, and refining new ideas, so each product release is 
fresh and fun for you as well. 



join us on instagram
@anotherstudio_

another-studio.com sales@another-studio.com anotherstudio_


